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We report on a new dynamic-XPS end-station for real-time investigations of advanced materials. The
end-station is based on a new Argus hemispherical electron spectrometer with high speed detection
system. In combination with the high brilliance XUV beamline P04 at PETRA III it provides users at
PETRA III a unique tool for fast (down to 0.1 s/spectrum) and detailed investigations compared to
existing XPS devices at other beamlines.
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1. Introduction
Photoelectron spectroscopy is a well established and commonly
used technique to obtain information about electronic structure of
surface of solid state materials and rare gases [1]. Technical progress in
construction of X-ray sources as well as in manufacture of electron
spectrometers and detectors provides researchers a possibilities to
investigate more complex and advanced materials. For instance, growth processes of graphene on several substrates [2–5], metal-organic
interfaces formation [6,7], fabrication of hybrid organic-inorganic
systems [8,9], etc. From the other hand, the synthesis of such materials
may occasionally involve fast processes, e.g. reaction kinetics [10–12],
which consequently should be precisely controlled and characterised.
The problem could be solved by measuring dynamic photoelectron
spectra with acquisition times per spectrum in the millisecond time
resolution [11].
One way to realise experiments with sufﬁcient time resolution is
the combination of a high brightness beamline with a new hemispherical analyser Argus (Omicron NanoTechnology GMBH, Germany).
This analyser uses a 128 channel multi-anode detector, which can
generate photoelectron spectra in both traditional scanning as well as
a so-called snapshot mode (128 channels of the electron detector
covered the whole core level peak). The snapshot mode allows
dynamic data acquisition in the millisecond regime. The analyser
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energy resolution (30 meV at 250 eV kinetic energy) is in line with the
beamline speciﬁcations and allows sufﬁcient resolution for any high
resolution time dependent XPS experiments. The described endstation is designed, built up and installed into the beamline P04
(PETRA III, DESY, Hamburg). Initial experiments successfully demonstrated the potential of obtaining dynamic photoelectron spectra at
P04 for in-situ growth studies, which could be applied to other
research ﬁelds [13,14].
2. Design of experimental station
2.1. Overview of instrument
The experimental station consists of 3 main parts (Fig. 1). The
middle one is a small ultra-high vacuum (UHV) analysis chamber
(base pressure below 1  10 10 mbar) equipped with the hemispherical electron-analyser, which is connected on the right side of
the analysis chamber (Fig. 1). The analysis chamber includes a
manipulator with 4 degrees of freedom (x, y, z directions and polar
angle around the z axis). The main part of manipulator is a special
designed head, whose design is described below (see Section 2.3).
The analysis chamber is also equipped with a quartz microbalance,
an effusive capillary gas source and an evaporator of metals. The
metal evaporator and an effusive capillary gas source are placed
within small angle with respect to photon beam (12.51). This
arrangement allows to perform in-situ deposition of metal and
apply gas atmosphere in the vicinity of sample surface, with only
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Fig. 1. (color online) Experimental setup: (from left to right) sample preparation
chamber, analysis chamber, spectrometer Argus.

barely increases the base pressure during measurements. Furthermore, CF-40 ﬂanges allow to mount additional devices.
To the left side of Fig. 1 UHV preparation chamber (base pressure
below 1  10 10 mbar) is attached to the analysis chamber. This
chamber is equipped with a quartz microbalance, a sputtering gun, an
organic evaporator and a linear manipulator with propose-built sample
transfer system. In addition, there are a sample garage for a number of
holders and a gas inlet system as well as a fast entry lock window
which provides the possibility of fast introduction of new samples, if
required. Design of sample holder (for details see Section 2.3) provides
possibility to control sample temperatures in the range from 300 up to
1700 K during preparation procedure.

2.2. The hemispherical electron analyser
Dynamic XPS experiments aim for monitoring of time depended
processes e.g. the temperature stimulated graphene growth on the
surface of cubic-SiC/Si. Speciﬁcally, in order to observe irreversible
processes with sufﬁcient time resolution and data quality high
photon ﬂux and multibunch mode from the synchrotron source,
optimized spectrometer transmission and an adequate detection
system are essential for such experiment.
Other time resolved experiments [15] demand for sophisitcated
experimental setups which allow ultra fast time resolution into the
fsec regime. Another commonly used approach is a pump-probe setup
which utilizes synchronized data acquisition with the pump and probe
light pulses. A key advantage of such experiments is the repeatability
of the process which allows accumulating signals over multiple
repeats and as result moderate duty cycles can be accepted [16].
In the presented dynamic XPS end station design a modern
high transmission turnkey hemispherical electron spectrometer
system (Argus) with small spot lens for XPS, imaging XPS and AES
applications has been implemented. It is based on an electrostatic
hemispherical energy analyser with a mean radius of 124 mm. The
analyser focuses electrons in both angular directions, from the
entrance onto the exit plane.
Key to the experimental setup is a new type of multianode
detector [17] which uses a microchannel plate (MCP) to amplify the
electron signals (Fig. 2). However in contrast to other multichannel
detectors [18] the ampliﬁed signals impact on an on-chip stripeanode array which is hardwired to 128 independent working pulse
counters all implemented in UHV allowing for massive parallel
detection. Compared to other detection concepts the proximity of
anode and pulse counting electronics in UHV is highly optimized. As
a result the sensitivity and the signal to noise performance of the
detector are excellent.

Fig. 2. Detector scheme: each electron impact starts a cascade of electrons
propagating through the MCP stack. The ampliﬁed electron signals are collected
by a stripe anode array which is connected to 128 dedicated ampliﬁers and
counters are situated in UHV closely connected to the stripe anode for optimum
signal to noise ratio.

The detector has demonstrated quantitative XPS results with
peak count rates larger than 100 Mcps [17]. Special care has been
taken to calibrate the detector in order to allow quantitative snapshot XPS performance. The detector has been tested in snapshot
mode signature free up to the highest count rates.
For time resolved experiments the detector allows continuous
run in snapshot mode with dwell times in the msec time regime.
The analyser is operated by MATRIX Automated Task Environment
(MATE) software (for details see Ref. [23]).
2.3. Manipulator head of sample holders and sample transfer system
The design of sample holder, manipulator head and sample
transfer system is based on ASPHERE III Setup sample holder system
(University of Kiel) [19,20]. The stainless steel manipulator head has
3 slots for sample holders and is connected directly to manipulator
rod (Fig. 3). The rotation axis of manipulator coincides with sample
surface, thereby it allows it to rotate a sample without lateral shift.
The upper slot is equipped with direct current heating and LN2
cooling stages that allow to control the sample temperature in the
range from 100 up to 1700 K. The contact sheets are arranged in a
way that allows spectra acquisition in a wide range of the electron
emission angles (0–77.51) while temperature changing. At the same
time, 2 additional slots provide possibility to investigate samples at
room temperature.
Fig. 3 represents the current view of manipulator head and sample
holder with heated piece of SiC/Si wafer. In addition, the position of
capillary gas source, analyser and metal evaporator is indicated.
2.4. Key parameters of the setup
The experimental station is installed into Variable Polarization
XUV beamline P04 at PETRA III. Table 1 presents of most important
parameters of the beamline P04 and others, which are also using
delay-line detection system [11,21,22]. Photon energy range of
beamline P04 is 250–3000 eV. Optical mode, which makes use of
the off axis radiation of the undulator, gives a potential to expand
this range down to 50 eV. Resolving power (RP) is more than 104
(43  104 at 300 eV). Photon ﬂux is 5  1012 photons/s at resolving power 104. Variable polarisation in 2013/14 is only between
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left- and right-handle circularly polarized. Spot size at sample is
down to 10 μm (2013/14 in the vertical only). This combination of
parameters makes the beamline most suitable for dynamic-XPS
experiments, in comparison with other soft X-Ray beamlines.
The energy resolution of the spectrometer was conﬁrmed to be
smaller than 30 meV for kinetic energies of about 250 eV using a
Xenon gas phase target and the Xe 5p electron lines (Fig. 4). Similar
value (25 meV) was estimated from Au 4f core level deconvolution.
The experimental spectra were recorded in snapshot mode (See
Section 3). Apart from scanning and snapshot modes, the design of
spectrometer provides a possibility to scan a sample surface in XPS
range without mechanical shift of the sample (“dynamic mode” of
XPS). This mode allows to understand complex local chemistry
and to obtain local PE spectra along the surface of analysed sample
with lateral resolution better than 60 μm [23,24].

3. Time resolved in-situ observation of temperature
stimulated graphene growth onto the surface of cubic-SiC/Si
Following our recent work [5,25–27] the key attention was paid
to investigation of graphene. The temperature stimulated selforganised growth of carbon atoms into graphene structure is well
studied on different substrates and by different methods [5,25–32].
The methods are very laborious and consist of several steps
(sublimation of Si, surface reconstruction of carbon, hybridisation
of carbon–carbon bonds, etc) which should be successively tracked
during preparation procedure [25]. There are different parameters

Fig. 3. (color online) Current view of analysis chamber. The sample holder with heated
piece of SiC/Si wafer (around 800 1C), the gas source in front of sample surface, as well
as the electron analyser entrance aperture and metal evaporator can be seen.
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(heating time of sample, applying surrounding atmosphere, heating
temperature, etc) which could be changed during preparation
procedure [25,33]. There are no experiments with direct observation
of real time preparation graphene layers and no methods to control
an amount of graphene layers during preparation procedure.
Taken this into account, we followed for temperature stimulated
process of in-situ graphene synthesis on piece of cubic-SiC/Si wafer
by measuring of C 1s photoemission spectra in snapshot mode. The
sample was annealed at 600–7001C during 1 h to outgas the surface.
Also the sample was ﬂashed at 11001C to remove silicon oxide from
the surface. During the measurements we applied a direct current to
sample to heat it up to 1350 1C (Fig. 5(g)). More than 900 spectra of
C 1s core level with acquisition time 1 s/spectrum were recorded
during 15 min, using 750 eV photon energy and 70 eV pass energy
(Fig. 5(a)–(e)). A one of single snapshot spectrum at critical stages is
shown. Despite of quite high sample temperature and photon
energy, as well as short time of spectrum acquisition, the spectra
are well pronounced and allowed to observe the shape and ratio of
peak during the preparation procedure. Due to current applied to
the sample, the acquired spectra were shifted. In order to compensate this, the C 1s SiC peak was used as a reference.
At the ﬁrst stage (Fig. 5(a)) of preparation procedure one can see
a strong peak which corresponds to carbon in SiC bulk. Increasing
the temperature (Fig. 5(b)–(e)) gives rise to a small additional
component of the C 1s line shifted by 1.55 eV to higher binding
energy. At the same time the bulk component is decreasing. This
corresponds to a process of sublimation of Si atoms and a graphitisation of the surface [25]. Finally, at the last stage of preparation procedure (Fig. 5(f)), the temperature of sample has reached
1350 1C. At this temperature the carbon–carbon bonds undergo a
reconstruction to sp2 hybridisation which correspond to graphene
formation [25]. After this procedure we ex-situ have moved our
sample to another experimental station for LEED measurements,
which proved the existence of a synthesised graphene layers on the
SiC/Si wafer [25,32].

Fig. 4. Experimental spectrum of Xe 5p measured at 265 eV photon energy. Blue
dots are experimental data. Red line is decomposition result of experimental data.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1
Parameters of Soft X-Ray beamlines with end stations based on delay-line detection system.
Beamline

Photon energy range eV

Resolving powder

Photo ﬂux photons/s@RP

Spot size μm  μm

Polarisation

XUV P04, DESY
Expected in 2015

250–3000
50–3000

3  104@300 eV

5  1012@1  104

Vertical 10 μm
Horizontal 10 μm

Circular
Linear

SuperESCA, Elettra
Tempo, Soleil

90–1800
50–1500

3  104@400 eV
5  103@400 eV

1  1011@1  104
4  1012@5  103

10  100
10  40

Circular, linear
Circular, linear
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Fig. 5. (color online) (a–f) Time evolution of C 1s core level snapshot PE spectra
recorded during heating process. More than 900 snapshot spectra have been
recorded with acquisition time of 1 s/spectrum. A one of single snapshot spectrum
at critical stages is shown. (g) Temperature of sample during the measurements.

4. Summary
The new dynamic-XPS end station is installed into beamline P04
(PETRA III, DESY), commissioned and available for regular users. The
combination of beam line and end station allows to measure XPS
spectra as a function of varying conditions, using both scanning and
snapshot modes, with possibility to parallel snapshot measurements
of several core levels. Consequently, it opens access to real time
investigations of fast ﬂow processes and quantitative analysis of
surface layers. For instance, one can follow the reaction kinetics by
observation of spectrum shape or control of the deposition rate and
amount of a given substance by monitoring the intensity or ratio of
peaks in the snapshot spectra. Since the beamline has possibility to
smoothly change a photon energy, a NEXAFS technique is available.
Moreover, the beamline has several polarisation mode and consequently there is a possibility to measure XMCD.
The shown results proof effectivity of the dynamic-XPS end station
and the ability to identify critical phases of fast real-time processes by
following the evolution of photoemission core level spectra.
To our knowledge there is no alternative beamline – end station
combination in terms of spectrum acquisition speed, photon ﬂux,
photon energy range and photon energy resolution. The beamline
parameters (linear polarisation mode, beam focusing in horizontal
plane, extension of photon energy range down to 50 eV) and new
possibilities of end station (interconnection with beamline and speed
of the detection system) will be available very soon.
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